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Dr. Wynn interviews guests, including business leaders, entrepreneurs,
and experts in various fields, to share insights and experiences on
cybersecurity, risk management, and leadership principles.

DR. REBECCA WYNN

Dr. Rebecca Wynn, a renowned CISO and cybersecurity expert, hosts the Soulful CXO.
The podcast, a platform for the most insightful conversations, focuses on the
intersection of technology, business, and humanity, exploring how these three areas
impact each other. Dr. Wynn interviews esteemed guests, including business leaders,
entrepreneurs, and experts in various fields, who generously share their cybersecurity,
risk management, and leadership expertise. The podcast aims to provide a fresh
perspective on how technology can be leveraged to create positive change in the world.

"WELCOME TO THE SOULFUL CXO, WHERE WE DISCUSS LEADERSHIP
PRINCIPLES, CORE VALUES, HEALTH, WELLNESS, AND RESILIENCY."

THE FOCUS The intersection of technology, business, and humanity, exploring how
these three areas impact each other.

THE GUESTS

THE AIM
To provide a fresh perspective on how technology can be leveraged to
create positive change in the world.

"The Soulful CXO Podcast has been an enriching platform for meaningful conversations.
The goal is always about learning from thought leaders in their field. If you want to be the
best CEO of your life and come from a core values perspective, that will have a positive
ripple effect in the world, then these are your people; I am your person through the Soulful
CXO. Come join us!” – Dr. Rebecca Wynn.

“Rebecca's contributions to the community are commendable, and her shows are truly
inspiring!” - Theresa Payton.

“Rebecca is a global advocate of security and Privacy by Design and has always been
steps ahead of the industry. Her show is amazing! I look forward to seeing it grow in global
influence.” - Dr. Ann Cavoukian.

Theresa Payton - The first female CIO for the White House 
Dr. Ann Cavoukian - The Executive Director at the Global Privacy & Security by Design Centre
Rick Howard - The CSO, Chief Analyst, and Senior Fellow at N2K The CyberWire
Sarah Armstrong-Smith  - The Chief Security Advisor at Microsoft
Jim Routh - A distinguished CISO and security leader at leading Fortune 500 companies
Margaret Molloy  - The Global CMO at Siegel+Gale
Chris Roberts - Considered one of the world's foremost experts on counter-threat intelligence

Top 15 CISO Podcasts in 2024, Feedspot
Top 15 Thought Leaders Podcasts You Should Listen to in 2024, Thinkers360
Top 8 Powerhouse Podcasts for CISOs 2013, Cyber Security Tribe 

TOP GUESTS

RECOGNITION

NEW Soulful CXO Insights Newsletter
Every other Thursday 

NEW SHOW RELEASED
Every other Tuesday

New Soulful CXO Article
Every other Wednesday
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